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Smart cards and IT security



What is a smart card?
First introduced over a decade ago in Europe, the versatile smart card
performs a variety of functions today. Once primarily used as stored value,
loyalty or identification cards, smart cards are now being employed by some
organizations for IT security purposes.

Although a wide variety of smart cards offering different levels of computing
sophistication are available, at their most basic level these cards offer a
convenient way to store a small amount of information. Closely resembling a
credit card in shape, smart cards rely on nonvolatile memory held between
the outer laminates to store (and in some cases process) information. A
prominent contact pad on the surface of the smart card allows information to
be accessed by a smart card reader.

Uses past and present
Smart cards are widely used around the world, especially for several
common purposes. In many countries, disposable stored value smart cards
have become ubiquitous, replacing cash for public telephone use and for
travel on select public transit systems, among other uses. Smart cards are
also a convenient way for companies to gather and store customer
information as part of a loyalty program. Similarly, smart cards have gained
some acceptance as a form of identification, with more sophisticated cards
capable of storing personal information such as a fingerprint. 

Smart cards can be useful as a single form of authentication to buildings and
to IT applications. To begin with, a smart card can be used to gain access to
a particular building or area through doors or gates equipped with smart card
readers. This same smart card, already employed as a form of "mobile"
authentication, can then also be used for "logical" authentication in the IT
environment—i.e., the user's smart card can be required as a form of
identification for logon to a computer, office network, VPN or other resource.
The requirement for this is that the user's computer be equipped with a
smart card reader. 
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The functionality of smart cards
has expanded to today include
support for authentication to
secured applications. If your
organization uses smart cards
for authentication purposes, IBM
offers a PC card solution to meet
your needs.
���� Smart cards can be a

convenient part of a
coordinated security policy,  
offering both "mobile" and
"logical" authentication.

���� The Gemplus GemPC400
Compact Smart Card Reader
Writer from IBM works with
ThinkPad® notebooks to
conveniently provide smart
card  functionality through the
PC card slot.

���� The same PC card slot can be
used for other devices when a
smart card is not in use with
the Gemplus GemPC400
Compact Smart Card Reader
Writer from IBM, preserving
flexibility.

���� The additional benefit of a
secure repository for critical
operations is available with
select ThinkPad notebooks
featuring the IBM Embedded
Security Subsystem.



Smart cards and IBM ThinkPad notebooks
To meet the needs of public and private organizations that rely on smart
cards for security solutions, IBM offers the Gemplus GemPC400 Compact
Smart Card Reader Writer from IBM as a standard option for ThinkPad
notebooks. This reader conveniently fits into a standard PC card slot and
can be removed when not in use. This modular attribute can be a major
advantage when compared to notebooks that sacrifice a PC card slot to
integrate a reader. By removing the Gemplus GemPC400 Compact Smart
Card Reader Writer from IBM when not in use, a user still retains the
flexibility to use the slot for adding functionality such as wireless networking,
removable storage or additional ports.

The IBM Embedded Security Subsystem
Authentication—by smart card or other means—is, of course, only part of a
sound security policy. To help address data security, select IBM systems
incorporate the IBM Embedded Security Subsystem. This hardware/software
solution (software download required) helps protect data by offering a secure
repository for critical data such as passwords, digital certificates and
encryption keys. Sensitive key operations are executed in the security
hardware, protecting the keys from a possibly compromised operating
environment. This provides greater peace of mind during activities such as
data encryption, one of the integrated features of the Embedded Security
Subsystem.

IBM. Always there for you.
Whatever security solutions you choose to deploy in your organization, IBM
is there for you with extensive experience and innovative products. In
addition to the Embedded Security Subsystem, data security offerings range
from Rapid Restore™ PC, which can help protect data on your PC, to more
secure wireless networking options. If your goal is to deploy and maintain a
robust information security program, IBM can help you do so effectively and
efficiently. 
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For more information

Client Security Solutions ibm.com/pc/security
ThinkPad home ibm.com/thinkpad
Services  ibm.com/pc/services
Webcasts ibm.com/pc/webcasts

Buy Direct 1 888 SHOP IBM  (7467 426)

Locate Dealer 1 800 IBM-4968 US; 1 800 IBM-2255 CAN
ibm.com/pc/us/businesspartner

IBM Trade-in program 1 781 320-0123

Warranty Information: For a copy of applicable product warranties, write to: Warranty Information, P.O.Box 12195, RTP,
NC 2770, Attn: Dept. JDJA/B203. IBM makes no representation or warranty regarding third party products or services.

IBM reserves the right to change specifications or other product information without notice. This publication could include
technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. References herein to IBM products and services do not imply that IBM intends to
make them available in other countries. IBM PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION “AS IS,” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions;
therefore, this disclaimer may not apply to you. 

IBM, the IBM logo, Rapid Restore and ThinkPad are trademarks of IBM Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other
company, product and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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